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From the editor…... 
  

Wow its nearly here….Christmas is less than a month away.  Im not sure about you but  
its certainly crept up on me this year.   The shopping centres are buzzing with people  

trying to get in early before things go crazy, the Christmas carols have started on the  
radio station, there are beautiful pictures on BLOG’s all over the internet of the beautiful 

things crafters are creating for the special season, and  
 

In our special Christmas Edition of Inspire, Denielle Berhauer will take us through the colors  

of the Christmas for 2009 and some inexpensive decorating ideas. We take a look at the  
’Tile Pendant Craze’, and check out some great gift ideas for under $10.   

 

There are also some great projects featured in this Edition.  We have a Tea Towel Handbag  
project, a lovely Printable Cookie Tower (for home made goodies), and a simple stitchery 

stocking project, all projects that can be created in just a few hours. 
 

Don’t forget that to make it easier to browse the items featured in our magazine, you simply 

click on photos, and you will be taken to the featured store for more product information. 
 

So, grab a coffee (or tea) and lets dive into Christmas 2009. 
 

Nicole & the Team at Inspire. 
 

  

www.inspireonlinemagazine.com 

Primitive Craft & Decorating Editor  
Are you a Primitive Business owner or designer with a flair for all things Prim,   

an ability to provide simple, cost effective tips, and craft/information  

articles for our readers?   

 

We will soon have an opening for a Primitive Editor, and are taking  
expressions of interest.  Please contact us for further details.  

 

Advertising Superstar 
As our Magazine is growing, we will soon have an opening for an Advertising  

Superstar.  If you have some experience in this area, especially with online ventures, 
then please contact us for further details.    
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Festive FunFestive FunFestive FunFestive Fun    
               By Denielle Bernauer               By Denielle Bernauer               By Denielle Bernauer               By Denielle Bernauer    

Can you believe its that time of year again!! Where in the world 
has this year gone? Are you in the same panic as you were last year? 
Let me try to alleviate some of the stress for you in regards to your  
Festive Decorating. 
 

Firstly it is vitally important to remember the look you wish to  
create this year and stick to it!! It is so easy for us to get side 
tracked and then in the panic we buy décor for ‘just In case!!’.  This 
is probably the biggest mistake we all make and we are all guilty of 
it. If it doesn't fit your theme or colour scheme DON’T buy it , even 
if its on sale! You may never use it and that is simply a waste. You 
can decorate simply and inexpensively and it will still look  
fantastic. 
 

Here are some simple tips:- 

� Use plain white dinner ware and accessorize.  There is no need 
to purchase Festive dinner sets that will clutter your cupboard 
for 11 months of the year. 

� Use candles, baubles, fabric, flowers, sprinkles and napkins to 
add the colour to your table. 

� Layer plates with your chosen colour in between eg. a white 
plate on the bottom with festive sprinkles on it then a clear 
glass plate on top ~ always looks fantastic. 

� If you make your own deserts and treats, choose colours that 
suit the theme and they will tie in the rest of the table for you. 

� Use some of the huge array of scrapbooking supplies to create 
place cards that are the perfect colour. If you’re not that good 
with card or paper maybe try a site like etsy to help you find 
something that suits. 

� Stick to your budget and improvise ~ the results will amaze 
you. 

 TIPTIPTIPTIP: To have your own Festive Flair suggest the tree is for the kids 

to decorate ….and the table is yours!!  

There are some amazing inexpensive scarves available at this time of year 

that make a gorgeous centre runner for your table.  Festive fabric also 

makes a great inexpensive  table cloth, simply fray each end to complete 

 “ Friends, Family, 
Joy & Laughter, 
are best things in 

life ..” 



http://www.craftydivas.ning.com/


                                    2009 Festive Colours2009 Festive Colours2009 Festive Colours2009 Festive Colours    
    

Softly Silver, Softly Mauve, Softly Pink, Iced Blue and Christmas White are 

so hot this season.  You could also throw in some Metallic Lime for  

a little bit of  zing. 

Use these hot new Festive colours  
when choosing your themes. Pay  
particular attention to stand out  

decorations that you would like to    
feature,  such as the metallic colour 

splash items. When decorating the Tree 
( if the kids will let you!) try to stick to 
a 3 colour theme, this will give your tree 

impact and style. It isn't easy to do a 
random look with only 2 colours so go 
for an odd number to help with this. 

Use left over bits for the table, as in the 
example above baubles make great place 
card holders.  Simple ways to tie your 

tree, festive décor, and table wear colors 
together ~ just as the  professional  

stylists do!! 
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       White 



 

         Where Am I Sitting?Where Am I Sitting?Where Am I Sitting?Where Am I Sitting?    
Create your own special festive table inexpensively with items you may already 

have at home. Below are some beautiful  examples of simple techniques, items 

used, and use of color. 

Simple is best. Don’t be tempted to have everything... 

you need to leave room for the food! 

Send us a picture of your table we would love to have a look! 



 

Table Trinkets..Table Trinkets..Table Trinkets..Table Trinkets..    
are so fun. We cant resist usually….this years 

trend is soft and glittery. If you stick with the 

seasons hot colours  you will have the look for 

2009!!  Don’t forget to have a look around your 

home before heading for the shops.    
 



PROJECT….. 
Swirl Christmas Tree Stocking 

Designed by Nicole Jones & Katrina Gauld 

Buzzy Bee Buttons 

What you will need:What you will need:What you will need:What you will need:    
 

• Fat Quarter Tonal Fabric (Red) 
• Fat Quarter Cream Homespun 
• Pellon or other padding 
• 10cm Green & Red Dot Fabric 
• Scrap strips of co-ordinating fabrics (or if  purchasing see 

over for measurements) 
• 7in maxi Ric Rac 
• DMC 321 (red), DMC 3052 (green) 
• DMC 840 (brown) for stitched star or button 
• Flower or star button, optional (Button Bliss ) 
• Tearaway (Stitchery) 
• Vliesofix (Applique) 

www.buzzybeebuttons.com


Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:    
 

1. Print the template page for the stocking twice.  Cut out the stocking shapes 
and glue/tape together to form your paper template. 

2. Fold your red tonal fabric in half.  Pin the stocking template to the fabric, 
and cut around the template.  Set aside. 

3. From your purchased fabric strips, or scraps, cut 12 x 1.5x4in strips, ensuring 
the colors are co-ordinated and you have an even selection. 

4. Using a quarter inch seam, sew 6 strips together longways, ironing after 
each seam is sewn.  Then sew the other 6 strips together. 

5. Sew each of the 6 strip lengths to the tops of the red stocking panels, by 
placing right sides together and using a 1.4in seam.  Iron. 

6. Take your homespun and fold in half.  Place your sewn stocking panel on 
top, pin, and cut around the outside of the shape. 

7. Take your pellon, lay your stocking panel on top, and cut out 2 stocking 
shapes. 

8. For each stocking side, lay the sewn stocking panel in front of you facing 
upwards.  Place the homespun shape on top, then the pellon shape on top 
again.  Using a 1.4in seam, sew across the top of the stocking. 

9. Fold the pellon and homespun panels over the back of the sewn panel, and 
iron the top seam flat. 

10. Take the ric rac and pin to the seam between the colored fabric section and 
the red tonal section (see photo).  Pin and using 2 strands of green thread, 
do a simple running stitch in the middle of the ric rac, following the lines 
on the trim. Iron flat. 

11. CHRISTMAS TREE APPLIQUE—Using the template over the page, trace the 
Christmas tree shape onto the paper side of the Vliesofix.  Iron onto the 
back of some red/green dot fabric (or similar).  Trim, peel off the paper 
backing, and iron to the front stocking panel, approximately in the middle 
of the upper section (or wherever you would prefer it).   

12. Using green (or co-ordinating thread), stitch a small blanket stitch around 
the outside of the tree shape. 

13. Trace the stitchery design onto the paper side of the Tearaway.  Layer the 
tearaway design onto the top of the appliqué panel (ensuring it is cen-
tered).  Pin in place. You will notice that the Christmas tree stitchery is 
made up of two different sets of swirls.  We have stitched one red and the 
other green, both have been stitched using 3 strands of thread for a fuller 
look.  The star and tree  bottom have both been stitched using a brown.  As 
an alternative, you can  use  a button for the top of the tree.  Stitch the  

 entire tree design using backstitch.  Using red thread, stitch some French       
 Knots as extra decorations on the tree (or you could use mini buttons).  
 See Stitch Guide over the page. 

www.buzzybeebuttons.com


 

14. Once all stitching has been completed, carefully tear away the paper from 
the top of the stitchery panel, ensuring you don't pull out the stitches as you 
do it. 

15. Iron the stocking panel.  Lay the stitched stocking panel on the table in front 
of you, and lay the other stocking panel on top of it (should have red sides 
facing together).  Pin.  Take the Rid rac, fold in half, and pin on the          
lefthandside of the top panel, just underneath the top of the stocking.       
Ensure the bottom edge of the ric rac is lined up with the edge of the stock-
ing panel, the ric rac should be facing inwards.  Using a 1.4in seam, sew 
around the  outside of the stocking panels leaving the top open.   

16. Pull the stocking inside out, and iron.  Hang using the Ric rac loop. 
 
Now its ready to be filled with goodies and hung in a prominent place ready for 
Christmas Day. 

 A limited number of kits are  
available from Buzzy Bee Buttons 

for $$29.95 each. 

 
 
 
 
 
Click on the image to be 

Taken to our store. 

GIVEAWAY 
We have 2 ‘Antiques’ Tin Signs to give away.   
They measure 14x7in and have a lovely  
whitewash look to them.  Hanger included.   
To win, simply comment on the post featuring our 
December Edition telling us what part of the magazine you found most inspiring. 
 
Winners announced in February Edition. 

Templates are on Pg 13. 

www.buzzybeebuttons.com


Country View Primitives 

For a large range of some of the best Primitives available, visit 
Country View Primitives. 

www.countryviewprimitives.com 

www.countryviewprimitives.com


Upper stocking 

lower stocking 

A
ttach this edge to the top of the lower panel template.. 

COPYRIGHT Buzzy Bee Buttons 2009 

 



 

Visit Bee’in Creative with Miss for a huge 
range of beautiful Wood Craft Patterns. Buy 
any 2 Patterns and get a FREE Pattern from 

the FREE Pattern Category. 
 

www.beeincreativewithmis.com 

FREE Packet of Diamond Dust Glitter with each  
Order placed in December 

www.beeincreativewithmis.com


Tea Towel CraftTea Towel CraftTea Towel CraftTea Towel Craft    
                         By Denielle Bernauer                         By Denielle Bernauer                         By Denielle Bernauer                         By Denielle Bernauer    
    

I love creating….so I decided to make some great and  
inexpensive craft projects that are fun and easy to share 
with you all. I have decided to use Tea Towels as my    
medium as they are so easy and inexpensive to get hold 
of.  So in the next few issues look out for these fun      
projects for you to try at home.  

    “Humble Rose” Hand Bag 
                                   ©Denielle Bernauer 

           
             Shopping List 
• 3 x Tea Towels ( new ones) 
• Sewing Machine 
• Scissors 

• Cotton Thread to match 
• Tape Measure 
• Pins 
• Cotton Thread  
 
If you need help with any other habi 
item please let me know.  If you don’t 
have a sewing machine, rather than 

buy a new one check out garage sales 
for a cheapie. (Remember that it is 

approx $100 to have a machine  
serviced!!) 

 
This is a great pattern to use 
for all of those gorgeous tea 
towels that we see out there, 
and the finished bags make 
lovely gifts.  

 TIP: The tea towels I have used are from    Kabuki Homewares. 

You can order from this site or choose your own. I prefer these 

ones as they are in a  cigar band & I use this + the button. 

 ©These patterns are for personal use only.  

www.kabukihomewares.com


Assembly Instructions:- 

1.  Choose 3 tea towels. You will need one for the out side of your bag, one for the 
inside and one for the straps.  

2. Cut off the tags and hangers. Put the hangers aside as you will need them later 
on.  

3. Take the first tea towel and fold in half with right sides together. See image 3  
4. Set your stitch length to approx. 2.4.  Stitch the side and bottom together. I 

have used 1 cm seams. See image 4.  
5. Align the bottom seam and side seam so they sit on top on one another. You will 

needs to pull the sides apart slightly to make this happen. See image 5. 
6. Once you have done this sew across the bottom of the triangle approx 7cm 

from the point. See images 5a + 5b.  
7. Make sure that both of the sides are even and cut off the excess. This is what 

will create the square bottom and gives your bag its shape. See images 6, 7,8.  
8. Now repeat this for the other tea towel.  
9. Leaving the lining in the wrong way, turn the outside of the bag to the right 

way. At this point I really make sure that the points in the base of my bag are 
pushed out. I use my fingers or a blunt object like the end of a pencil. You can 
even ease it out carefully with a pin. With the points well defined this gives a 
nicer finish.  

10. Put the lining inside the bag and secure it with a pin. Make sure you have 
matched up your side seams.  

11. Cut the remaining Tea Towel down the fold line. See image 9.  
12. Turn to right sides together and stitch both side seams. Then take the finished 

edge corner and fold it so it makes a triangle. See image 10. This will make a 
perfect point, finger press.  

13. Stitch along the finger pressed line and trim the    excess. See image 11.  
14. Turn into the right way, making sure you are fussy with the point. This is the 

show piece of the bag so it needs to be perfect. Set aside for now.  
15. Remove the button from the cigar band.  
16. Turn the top of the bag including the lining over by 2".  
17. Now pin the flap to the back of the bag. The bottom of the flap should match 

the bottom of the folded over piece. See image 12.  
18. With the remaining piece of the tea towel cut in half lengthways giving you 2 

long straps. See image 13. 
19. Fold lengthways right sides together and stitch along the side seam. As you did 

with the flap, turn one end in as a triangle, finger press, stitch and trim. Repeat 
for the other strap. Turn both straps into the right way again paying particular 

attention to the points. See image 14.                   Continued over... 

www.inspireonlinemagazine.com 

www.kabukihomewares.com


  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

20.  Pin each strap to the 
side of the bag, making 
sure the end of the strap 
is level with the end of 
the turned down bit. 
Stitch this into place and 
repeat for the other 
strap.  
21.  Using the hangers you 
have removed and set 
aside, stitch these into 
the button hole of the    
cigar band. See image 15. 
22.  Pin the cigar band to 
the bag, around the folded 
edge. Make sure you cover 
all of the folded edge, the 
bottom of the flap and 
the joints for the straps. 
See image 16.   
23.  Stitch on the cigar 
band, catching all of the 
edges. Leave it open at 
the front as this is where 
you will tuck the flap into 
to securely close your bag. 
Hand sew the cigar band 
together at the front and 
add the button if you 
wish.  See image 17.  
24.  Ties the straps at 
your desired length and 
knot.  
   
       Voila your done!!!! 

COPYRIGHT 
Kabuki Homewares 

2009 

1 2 3 4 
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www.kabukihomewares.com


WHATS HOT...Tile Pendants 

This year Tile Pendants have become not only a popular craft, but also a  
popular fashion accessory.  With a search on Etsy alone bringing up 37,249  

listings, there is bound to be something for everyone.  Prices start at 
$3.00 .great gift ideas!  

http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?ref=sr_list_1&listing_id=35292303&ga_search_query=twilight&ga_search_type=user_shop_ttt_id_5383821
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35542368
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?ref=vl_other_2&listing_id=35720241
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=24518811&ref=sr_list_6&&ga_search_query=scrabble+pendant&ga_search_type=handmade&ga_page=4&includes%5b%5d=tags&includes%5b%5d=title
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35371701
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35370772&ref=sr_gallery_21&&ga_search_query=scrabble+pendant&ga_search_type=handmade&ga_page=5&includes%5b%5d=tags&includes%5b%5d=title
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=34424277&ref=sr_gallery_17&&ga_search_query=scrabble+pendant&ga_search_type=handmade&ga_page=9&includes%5b%5d=tags&includes%5b%5d=title
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35223911
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=26996957&ref=sr_gallery_8&&ga_search_query=scrabble+pendant&ga_search_type=handmade&ga_page=8&includes%5b%5d=tags&includes%5b%5d=title
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35263727&ref=sr_gallery_7&&ga_search_query=scrabble+pendant&ga_search_type=handmade&ga_page=77&includes%5b%5d=tags&includes%5b%5d=title


 Need a Christmas Gift for a Friend? 
Inspire Online is a FREE Magazine for download. But 

we have had some requests from readers for a  
subscription option.   Subscribing to Inspire means 
you will receive the magazine in your Inbox  rather 
than having to download it from our website.  This is 
a great option if you love reading but are short of 
time, or as a gift for someone you want to Inspire. 

 

 12 months subscription (6 Editions) only $10.00 
Second Subscription (eg. Gift) $6.95 

Please email us for a Paypal subscription. 

Subscriptions ON SALE 

February Edition... 
Make sure you come back to check out the February Edition.  
It will be our Easter Edition (and we have some great things 

lined up including..:… 
 

FABRIC ARTS  Easter Egg Table Runner 
PAPER ARTS  Gift Printables 
WOODEN ARTS  Painted Eggs 

 

PLUS much more… 
Available for Download 1st February 



Cards 
Scrapbooking 
Altered 
Art 

Printables 

PROJECT….. Cookie Tower 
Lindsays Stamp Stuff 

By Lindsay Weirich 



Directions:Directions:Directions:Directions:    
 
1. Print template directly on the back of pattern paper and cut out.  
2. Fold and use double-stick tape to assemble. If you choose to cut out a 

window in the cookie tower, insert a piece of Transparency film behind 
the hole.  

3. Cut strips of paper with decorative scissors and adhere to the bottom of 
the box.  

4. Add stamped image. Fold over top flap of box, make a thin cardstock 
band to wrap around the flap, punch two holes and thread ribbon 
through and tie into a bow. 

 

PATTERN CAN BE RE-SIZED IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE 
SMALLER OR LARGER TOWERS. 

Lindsays Designs can be found and followed here:Lindsays Designs can be found and followed here:Lindsays Designs can be found and followed here:Lindsays Designs can be found and followed here:    
 

Lindsays Stamp Stuff StoreLindsays Stamp Stuff StoreLindsays Stamp Stuff StoreLindsays Stamp Stuff Store    
http://www.shophandmade.com/Store/Lindsay 

*Everyday Special: Spend $5 and get a free stamp! 
 

Guest Designer at My GraficoGuest Designer at My GraficoGuest Designer at My GraficoGuest Designer at My Grafico    
MyGraficO: http://www.mygrafico.com/lindsay-39-s-stamp-stuff/aff_100.html 

 

Crafty BLOGCrafty BLOGCrafty BLOGCrafty BLOG    
http://thefrugalcrafter.wordpress.com 

 

Creative Cuts and More Design Team MemberCreative Cuts and More Design Team MemberCreative Cuts and More Design Team MemberCreative Cuts and More Design Team Member    
http://www.creativecutsandmore.com/ 

 

About Art Accents Design Team MemberAbout Art Accents Design Team MemberAbout Art Accents Design Team MemberAbout Art Accents Design Team Member    
http://www.aboutartaccents.com 

What you will need:What you will need:What you will need:What you will need:    
• Piece of Printed Christmas Cardstock 
• Ribbons 
• Button 
• Transparency Film, optional 
• Card shape or other template for cutting out a shape on the front. 
• Double-sided tape, Hole punch, decorative scissors 
• Scrap strips of paper 

Paper UsedPaper UsedPaper UsedPaper Used: American Crafts 
StampsStampsStampsStamps: Lindsays Stamp Stuff 

http://www.mygrafico.com/lindsay-39-s-stamp-stuff/aff_100.html




Hair Access 2 for $4.00 

Pocket Mirror $4.00 

GIFT IDEAS $10.00 & under 

Bookmarks 4 for $10.00 
$10.00 

Coasters $10.00 Set 

Olive Oil Soap $7.00 

$6.50 

Mini Lip Gloss’ (10) $8.50 

Earrings $3.00 

Wallet $7.00 

‘Merry’ Pyjama Kid $6.00 

Post-it-Note Holders (2) $5.00 ALL ITEMS ARE HANDMADE.. 

http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=34522211
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35550303
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35518988
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35434781
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=24881192
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35041923
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?ref=vl_other_1&listing_id=35701639
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35552016
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35673497
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=34095440
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=32467491
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35384970


GIFT IDEAS Printable Calendars 
Simply purchase, print, trim, give as gifts or display on the fridge! 

2010  

http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=32481367
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=34974444
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35612561
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?ref=vl_other_1&listing_id=35587390
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=35442323


CONTACT US 
For all magazine support, submission, subscription and  

advertising enquiries, please contact us on the email  
address below. 

 

inspireonlinemagazine@gmail.com 

USAGE POLICY 
Inspire is an Online Magazine that is FREE to download for readers.  While 

the Projects in this magazine are covered by Copyright, they can be used 
by you for personal uses.  If you have any questions relating to this, please 

contact the designer for clarification.   
 

The Magazine can be printed by you.  To do this, simply print the  
document like you would any other document.   If you only want to print 
particular pages eg. printables, select which pages you want to print when 

you’re print screen comes up.  

                  CREDITS     
Graphics used in this Magazine are used in accordance with each  

designers Copyright guidelines.  Commercial licenses have been  
purchased where required.  Graphics by: Snickerdoodle Dreams, Nicole 

Jones, & Agg. 
 

EDITORS 
This Magazine has been  

designed and published by Nicole Jones of Buzzy Bee Buttons & Denielle 
Bernauer of Kabuki Homewares.   

Project editing and management by Helen Henry.  

SUBMISSIONS  
for projects, articles, and advertising are now being booked for the next 6 

months.  If you are interested in submitting something please email us at  
inspireonlinemagazine@gmail.com.  

ADVERTISE WITH US 
Are you a designer or do you own a Business? Why not throw your busi-

ness into the spotlight with affordable online advertising.  Not only is your 
ad published in our online magazine for a two month period, all our previ-
ous editions remain on the official Inspire Online website for readers to be 

able to look back through and refer to.  Your  
advertising dollar remains active as long as your business does.   

 
If you would like advertising information please email us and we will email 

you an informational PDF. 

 

               

 

 

 

 
 
 


